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Democracy Promotion, Civil Society Building, and the Primacy of Politics
Author-Manal A. Jamal
Abstract
Since 1991, Western bilateral and multilateral democracy promotion assistance,
especially for civil society development, has increased dramatically. Much of the

literature that assesses the impact of this assistance has focused on either direct

recipients in civil society or macro transformations, with minimal systematic analysis of
how developments in civil society unfold. This article argues that political settlements
shape the impact of Western civil society building initiatives. The inclusivity of political

settlements can determine who receives funding and who does not and also influences

the representativeness of political institutions. In contexts with noninclusive political
settlements, where certain groups are excluded from the settlement and the settlement
enjoys minimal support, democracy promotion efforts are more likely to exacerbate

polarization, thereby weakening the quality of civil society. Examining the women’s
sector of civil society in the Palestinian territories and El Salvador, this article illustrates

the primacy of political settlements and the limitations of civil society building in
contexts where certain actors are excluded from the onset.

China and India in the Age of Globalization
Author- Roselyn Hsueh
Abstract
In recent years, China and India have extensively liberalized their economies. They have
departed from the East Asian developmental states, which have restricted foreign direct
investment (FDI) to protect domestic industry, and the liberal FDI strategy of Latin
America during a similar stage of development as they have eschewed dependent

development. Instead, they have taken a “liberalization two-step,” which follows
liberalization with reregulation that varies across industrial sectors. Country and sectoral

case studies demonstrate the perceived strategic value of a sector, sectoral

characteristics, and the organization of state institutions shape the ways in which

reregulation varies. Insulated from political pressures, the Chinese state shifts from
universal controls on the aggregate level to selective controls at the sectoral level and
adopts a bifurcated strategy in its reregulation.

International Relations of the Asia Pacific
Volume 12 Issue 1 January 2012

Diplomacy in an asymmetric alliance: reconciling Sino-Australian relations
with ANZUS, 1971–2007
Author-Shannon R. Tow
Abstract
There is an assumption in international relations literature that junior allies must
choose between supporting a dominant global alliance partner and engaging with a
rising power. Yet, Australian policy-makers have paradoxically managed to deepen
Sino-Australian relations despite their bilateral alliance with the United States. They
have developed a discrete China policy on the assumption that they could persuade
Washington to accept it over time. They reasoned that this outcome was more likely
if Australia used diplomacy to facilitate Sino-American cooperation and to develop an
Australian China policy non-prejudicial to ANZUS. This article explores how this
‘diplomatic formula’ supported expansion of Sino-Australian relations under the
Whitlam, Hawke, and Howard Governments. It explains Australia's intra-alliance
influence and paradoxical foreign policy behavior and contributes to understanding
the dynamics of asymmetric alliances during power transition.

Japanese popular culture in East Asia
Author- Hiro Katsumata
Abstract
This article seeks to enhance our understanding of an East Asian community by
focusing on its cultural aspect. The specific focus of analysis is Japanese popular
culture, whose elements include J-pop music, TV dramas, movies, manga (comic
books), and anime (animations). This article sheds light on the progress of
community building in the cultural sphere by demonstrating that Japanese popular
culture has been favored by the people in the East Asian region. By so doing, it
modifies our common beliefs about the characteristics of an East Asian community
and our conventional expectations of the nature of an East Asian regional identity.

Australian Journal of International Affairs
Volume 66, Issue 1, 2012

Australia's national security priorities
Author-Alan Dupont

Abstract
This article reviews the seminal influences on Australian national security planning and outlines a
methodology for assessing national security risk which provides a workable analytical framework
for prioritising Australia's national security challenges and allocating scarce resources in a
systematic and integrated way. The authors argue for a System of Systems approach that
addresses the most serious security challenges as a whole rather than treating them as
independent, compartmentalised issues. The ability to develop effective analytical tools for
assessing national security risk will be a key determinant of strategic success in the twenty-first
century.
Popular consent and foreign policy choices: war against the Philippines and
covert action in Chile
Author- Jaechun Kim
Abstract
It is usually assumed that US policy makers need to generate popular consent in order to
undertake regime change against another state. This article explores the ways in which contextual
factors such as the joint democracy effect, popular values and public moods influenced efforts by
elites in the United States to generate popular consent for regime change in the Philippines and
Chile. Against the backdrop of the Vietnam War, the United States undertook covert action in
Chile due to public recognition of the target state's democratic credentials and a public mood
opposed to further military ventures. In contrast, the absence of a strong joint democracy effect, a
national mood infused with romantic nationalism qua militarism and social Darwinism facilitated
efforts by US elites to generate consent for the invasion and occupation of the Philippines.
Subsequently, this article contributes to understandings of the domestic-level factors that
influence foreign policy decisions.
Europe Asia Studies
Volume 64, Issue 1, 2012

The Determinants of the Economic Crisis in Post-Socialist Europe
Author-Richard Connolly
Abstract
After enjoying a period of sustained economic growth that saw the region converge with EU per
capita income levels, the global economic crisis caused post-socialist Europe to suffer a larger
decline in output during 2008–2009 than any other region in the world. While there was
considerable variation in individual countries' experience of the crisis, this article argues that the
severity of the crisis can be explained by three key macro-financial variables. The analysis
suggests that alternative explanations focusing on other macroeconomic vulnerabilities,
institutional weaknesses or trade vulnerabilities are of little explanatory utility.

The Violent Practices of Youth Territorial Groups in Moscow
Author- Svetlana Stephenson
Abstract
This article analyses the violent practices of youth territorial groups in Moscow. These groups
exist on the city periphery and mainly involve young people (most of them male), who are not
well integrated into society through the schooling system. Rather than simply depending on
violence as a survival tool within the dangerous and uncertain space of the streets, or as an
instrument for crime, the members of these groups use their collective mastery of it as proof of
elite status, in accordance with cultural prescriptions drawn from deep historical traditions.
African Affairs
Volume 111,Issue 442,January 2012

Policing a plurality of worlds: The Nigeria Police in metropolitan Kano
Author-Alice Hills
Abstract
The prevention of inter-communal conflict in cities where multiple religious and
secular norms and processes affect the delivery of security and justice is a major
challenge for governments and residents. Most analyses of conflict prevention focus
on the part played by traditional authorities or civil society associations, downplaying
the role of public police forces.Yet fieldwork in Kano, northern Nigeria, suggests that
locally appropriate forms of conventional policing can be highly effective in lowering
tension. While the need to negotiate with Kano's semi-state and informal policing
actors has not reconfigured the Nigerian police's authority practices, Kano's relative
stability owes much to the political and technical skills with which senior police
officers manage the city's competitive environment.

Botswana: A development-oriented gate-keeping state
Author- Ellen Hillbom
Abstract
Due to a combination of exceptional economic growth and social development,
Botswana has been hailed as an African developmental state. This article rejects the
developmental state theory and instead attempts to build an alternative theoretical
model. It argues that from the 1930s until the present, Botswana has experienced a
state structure characterized by natural resource dependency, lack of economic
diversification, a dual society, selective social development and a close connection
between the economic and political elite. In the tentative theoretical model
presented and discussed here, these are all defining traits of a gate-keeping state. It
is hence argued that while Botswana's socio-economic development since

independence should in no way be underestimated, it is better understood as the
efforts of a development-oriented gate-keeping state rather than a developmental
state.

The Round Table
Volume 100, Issue 417, 2011
Pakistan: 2011
Author-Victoria Schofield
Abstract

Pakistan has been in the forefront of foreign policy debate for decades, at times
condemned as a failing or failed state, also as a ‘terrorist’ state. As the country faces
continuing pressure from the fallout of the war in Afghanistan as well as deepening
internal strife, this article gives an overview of Pakistan's problems, highlighting growing
anti-Western sentiment and emphasising the importance of institutional stability, as well
as a resolution of ‘the Kashmir issue’.
Contradictions in Formal Commonwealth Citizenship Rights in Commonwealth Countries
Author- Tendayi Bloom
Abstract

In at least 11 member states of the Modern Commonwealth, a citizen of another
Commonwealth country may not enter without a visa, but may vote, and sometimes stand
for office. This paper presents analyses and contextualises newly compiled data on the
rights of Commonwealth citizens to stand for office, to vote, to enter without a visa and
to undertake employment without a work permit in Commonwealth countries other than
their own. It demonstrates how this affects the internal democratic rights of domestic
jurisdictions of member states, as well as citizenship rights in other multi-state groupings.
Developing a better understanding of this can form part of the wider project of producing
a rounder picture of the nature of the Commonwealth and its internal citizenship rights.
Studies in Conflict & Terrorism
Volume 35, Issue 2, 2012

Finding the Target, Fixing the Method: Methodological Tensions in Insurgent Identification
Author-Matthew Charles Ford
Abstract

This article is concerned with exploring the recent observations of Lieutenant-General
Lamb who stated that there was no simple binary between counterintelligence (COIN)
and counterterrorism (CT). Specifically, the article will use the intelligence-gathering,
assessment, and target identification processes and methods used on operations in Iraq
and Afghanistan to examine this further. What makes this an interesting exercise is that
the effectiveness of a COIN/CT intervention totally depends on whether an insurgent has
been properly identified. If the wrong person has been targeted then kinetic, influence, or
policing activities are at best exploratory and at worst wasteful or even positively
harmful. Thus, by investigating the intelligence model that frames the way adversaries
and communities are identified, it becomes possible to understand the limitations in the
processes and methods used. At the same time this approach makes it possible to cast
light on how and to what extent various techniques drawn from COIN and CT work
together in Overseas Contingency Operations.
Failure and Disengagement in the Red Army Faction
Author- Assaf Moghadam
Abstract

This article examines the factors that have contributed to the end of the Red Army
Faction (RAF), and places particular emphasis on the causes and characteristics of
individual disengagement of RAF members from the armed struggle. It discusses the
evolution, ideology, and decline of each of the three generations of the RAF. The article's
contribution is twofold. First, by assessing both contextual- and individual-level factors
that led to the group's demise, the article bridges two approaches to analyzing the demise
of terrorist organizations—the literature on how terrorism ends and why individuals
disengage from terrorism. Second, the article helps build a growing empirical body of
work on the demise of terrorist groups that can be used to confirm, challenge, or refine
existing hypotheses on how terrorism ends, while formulating new ones. The article
concludes that different factors contributed to the decline of each subsequent generation
of the RAF.
Journal of Conflict Resolution
December 2011; 55 (6)

Civil War, Reintegration, and Gender in Northern Uganda
Author-Jeannie Annan
Abstract

What are the impacts of war on the participants, and do they vary by gender? Are excombatants damaged pariahs who threaten social stability, as some fear? Existing theory

and evidence are both inconclusive and focused on males. New data and a tragic natural

quasi-experiment in Uganda allow us to estimate the impacts of war on both genders,

and assess how war experiences affect reintegration success. As expected, violence
drives social and psychological problems, especially among females. Unexpectedly,

however, most women returning from armed groups reintegrate socially and are

resilient. Partly for this reason, postconflict hostility is low. Theories that war conditions

youth into violence find little support. Finally, the findings confirm a human capital view

of recruitment: economic gaps are driven by time away from civilian education and labor
markets. Unlike males, however, females have few civilian opportunities and so they see
little adverse economic impact of recruitment.

Three Waves of BITs
The Global Diffusion of Foreign Investment Policy
Author- Srividya Jandhyala
Abstract
Bilateral investment treaties (BITs), agreements that provide extensive rights and
protection to foreign investors, were first adopted in the 1960s, proliferated in the late

1980s and 1990s, especially among developing countries, and seemingly fell out of
fashion after 2001. To explain this life cycle of diffusion across the international state

system, we argue that BIT signing followed a traditional logic of diffusion for an

innovation albeit here in the policy realm. In the first period, BITs provided a solution to
the time inconsistency problem facing host governments and foreign investors. In the

second period, these treaties became the global standard governing foreign investment.
As the density of BITs among peer countries increased, more countries signed them in
order to gain legitimacy and acceptance without a full understanding of their costs and
competencies.

Comparative Political Studies
December 2011; 44 (12)

The Dual Transformation of Social Protection and Human Capital
Comparing Britain and Germany
Author-Timo Fleckenstein
Abstract

Britain and Germany have been experiencing significant changes in the nature of work
and welfare since the 1990s. Although important differences have remained, there have

been compelling indications of a dual transformation of welfare constituted not only by
a far-reaching retrenchment in unemployment insurance but also by a remarkable

expansion in family policy. These developments have their functional underpinnings in
accelerating deindustrialization with a declining proportion of the male workforce with

specific skills as well as in service sector growth and rising female labor market
participation characterized by an increase in general skills. As the aggregate effect of
economic fluctuations in industrial production has diminished over time, the relative

incidence of work disruptions that have arisen from maternity and child-rearing has
increased substantially. This dual transformation in welfare and employment patterns

suggests that the process of deindustrialization has initiated significant path
adjustments unanticipated in the existing comparative political economy literature.

The International Diffusion of Democracy
Author- Johan A. Elkink
Abstract
The idea that democracy is contagious, that democracy diffuses across the world map, is
now well established among policy makers and political scientists alike. The few

theoretical explanations of this phenomenon focus exclusively on political elites. This
article presents a theoretical model and accompanying computer simulation that
explains the diffusion of democracy based on the dynamics of public opinion and mass

revolutions. On the basis of the literature on preference falsification, cascading
revolutions, and the social judgment theory, an agent-based simulation is developed
and analyzed.

East European Politics and Societies
November 2011; 25 (4)

Hunting Lizards in Romania
Author-Maria Ioniţă
Abstract

During the communist regime, but particularly in the 1970s and 1980s, a significant
portion of the critical discourse expressed in Romanian literature took the form of

“lizards.” The lizard was a type of short, highly codified, oblique text, often humorous or
ironic, “planted” in a seemingly innocuous literary piece. This article serves a double

purpose. Its first half is an attempt at literary paleontology: an outline of the origins,
evolution, and morphology of the Romanian lizard, particularly in relation to humor and

satire. The second half is an illustration of the lizard “in its natural state,” so to speak—
an analysis of 2084: A Space Epic and Planet of the Mediocres, two short satirical

science fiction novels by the Romanian writer Ioan Groşan, both published shortly before
1989.

The New Eastern Europe
Author- Serhii Plokhy
Abstract
More than twenty years after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the disintegration of the

Soviet empire in Eastern Europe, the region is still grappling with the problem of its new
identity and the choice of an appropriate name to reflect it. There has been considerable

talk about a “return to Europe,” as well as the emergence of a “new Europe” and, as a

consequence of the latter, the birth of a “new Eastern Europe.” Ukraine, Belarus, and
Moldova are often viewed as the core of the “New Eastern Europe.” These countries have

recently found themselves in a unique geopolitical position, sandwiched between the
extended European Union in the west and Russia in the east. They had never been

thought to constitute a distinct region and thus had no established group identity. This
article explores the question of whether looking at the history of Ukraine, Belarus, and

Moldova as that of one region can help us better understand its past and explain its
current situation.

Europe Asia Studies
Volume 64, Issue 2, 2012

Migration, ‘Globalised’ Islam and the Russian State
Author-Matthew Light
Abstract
In post-Soviet Russia, changing migration patterns have led to the formation of Muslim
communities in new regions, and to increased contacts between Russian and foreign Muslims.

This article examines two Russian regions, Belgorod Oblast’ and the Republic of Adygeya, in
which such post-Soviet mobility is causing political conflicts over the governance and rights of
Muslim communities. In Belgorod, regional authorities have blocked construction of a mosque
for a new Muslim community. In Adygeya, authorities are seeking to restrict foreign influences
on local Muslims. In both regions, officials still operate on the outdated Soviet assumption that
they can contain the mobility of Islam.
Financial Development and Economic Growth
Author- Shigeki Ono
Abstract
This article examines the relationship between financial development and economic growth.
Money supply and loans relative to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) are used as indicators of
financial development. The empirical results, that money supply leads economic growth while
economic growth leads loans, reflect the characteristics of the Russian economy. Oil price
increases and the appreciation of the ruble increased money supply under insufficient sterilisation
instruments, which, in turn, fostered economic growth. On the other hand, the Russian economic
boom provided an incentive for banks to increase loans and their role in initiating economic
growth is limited.
European Journal of International Law
Volume 22, Issue 4,2011

General Principles and Comparative Law
Author- Jaye Ellis
Abstract
This article explores the source ‘general principles of international law’ from the point
of view of comparative law scholarship. The currently accepted definition of general
principles and methodology for identifying such principles are critiqued. The criterion
of the representativeness of the major families of legal systems, to which courts and
tribunals tend to pay lip service rather than applying rigorously, is meant to anchor
general principles in state consent, but is not a sound technique either for identifying
principles of relevance to international law or for preventing judges from referring
only to the legal systems they know best. Furthermore, the emphasis on extracting
the essence of rules results in leaving behind most of what is interesting and useful
in what judges may have learned by studying municipal legal systems. Comparative
scholarship is an obvious, rich, and strangely neglected source of guidance for
international judges who wish to draw insights from legal systems outside
international law.
Munich Alumni and the Evolution of International Human Rights Law

Author- Thilo Rensmann

Abstract
As a tribute to Bruno Simma on the occasion of his 70th birthday this article follows
the traces of two of his fellow alumni from Munich University who belonged to the
first generation of ‘droit-de-l’hommistes’. In the early 1940s they laid the
foundations for the entrenchment of human rights in the international legal order.
Ernst Rabel and Karl Loewenstein, who taught in Munich during the inter-war period,
each played a significant role in breaking the mould of isolationism prevalent in
German legal scholarship at the time. Hitler's rise to power, however, put an abrupt
end to the internationalization of legal thought in Germany. Rabel and Loewenstein,
like many other legal scholars of Jewish descent, were forced into exile. It so
happened that in 1942 the two Munich alumni were invited by the American Law
Institute to join a committee ‘representing the major cultures of the world’.

Security Dialogue
December 2011; 42 (6)

A programme of global pacification: US counterinsurgency doctrine and the
biopolitics of human (in)security
Author-Markus Kienscherf
Abstract
This article argues that US counterinsurgency doctrine forms a programme of both
liberal rule and liberal war whose ultimate purpose is the pacification of recalcitrant

populations and their eventual (re)integration into the networks of liberal governance.
Designed to promote ‘safe’ forms of life while eradicating ‘dangerous’ ones, the

doctrine constitutes a response to both the biopolitical problematization of human
(in)security

and

the

geostrategic

problematization

of

US

national

security.

Counterinsurgency aims to harness sociocultural knowledge in order to conduct a form

of triage between elements of targeted populations. It also seeks to inscribe the
divisions on which such a triage is based into space by means of practices that derive

from earlier methods of imperial policing. Ultimately, counterinsurgency’s production
and implementation of a biopolitical differentiation between ‘safe’ and ‘dangerous’

human lives is likely not only to reinforce existing societal divisions within targeted
populations but also to create new global, regional and local divisions and to generate
resistance to what many people will always view as imperial domination. The societal

divisions and resistance engendered by counterinsurgency may reinforce Western

problematizations of insecurity and hence lead to further counterinsurgency campaigns
in the future. Counterinsurgency doctrine is thus not so much a programme of peace
and stability as one of spatially and temporally indeterminate pacification.

Ethical interventions: Non-lethal weapons and the governance of insecurity
Author- Seantel Anaïs
Abstract
This article employs some of the theoretical and methodological tools devised by Michel

Foucault to explore the political rationale suggested by the proliferation and use of a

class of weapons collectively referred to as ‘non-lethal’. The invention and continued
use of non-lethal weapons has been treated in existing literature as an ethical crisis.

This article connects the emergence of non-lethal weaponry to the mobilization of a
sense of ethical crisis concerning the humane treatment of civilians and combatants in

conflicts in the United States and beyond. Policies related to non-lethal weaponry, along
with the practices that they engender, are also explored in relation to the notion of
‘partial citizenship’. Offering a contribution to the genealogy of non-lethal weapons,
this article traces their involvement in the policing by US military agents of a variety of
sites, actors, and contexts outside of the theater of war.

European Journal of International Relations
December 2011; 17 (4)

Multilateralism: America’s insurance policy against loss
Author-Dominic Tierney
Abstract
When the United States faces loss or defeat in war, it is often loath to negotiate, make
concessions to its adversary, and cut its losses. But the presence of allies and

international organizations in the US coalition can help to correct this bias against
compromise through a combination of simple bargaining, complex bargaining, and

political cover. The costs of multilateralism can be considered a premium that is paid
when operations are successful, so that the United States has an insurance policy to

minimize loss in times of failure. The article contributes to a number of major debates
over the costs and benefits of multilateralism and the impact of less powerful allies and
international organizations on US foreign policy.

Towards a social-relational dialectic for world politics
Author- Shannon Brincat

Abstract
Dialectics remains an underutilized methodology in contemporary IR theory, which

represents a significant limitation to the study of world politics, particularly in understanding processes of transformation and change — an oversight that this article
intends to redress. This article has two primary goals. First, it aims to reconstruct and

build upon the small but robust debate concerning the validity of dialectics in IR that
has been championed previously by Alker and Biersteker, and Heine and Teschke,

respectively. Second, it contrasts dialectical and deterministic approaches to IR, as
exemplified in Coxian Critical Theory and neo-realism, as a means to showcase the

merits of the former as an approach to the study of social change in world politics. The
ultimate aim of the article is to offer the groundwork of a social-relational dialectical

approach to world politics that is focused on the intersubjective engagements between
human beings, which can be developed in future research.

Pacific Affairs
Volume 85 Number 1, March 2012

Predatory Princes and Princely Peddlers: The State and International Labour Migration
Intermediaries in China
Author-Xiang, Biao
Abstract
Private recruitment agents have been a major concern of policy makers in international
labour migration. The agents are seen to undermine state authority, the market order
and migrant rights. It is commonly suggested that their role can be curtailed or even
eliminated if the administrative red tape of migration control is cut down (a liberal
approach), or regulation on the intermediary business is tightened up (an interventionist
approach). The Chinese government has done both at different times since the 1980s,
but only to make the process of recruitment more complicated and private agents more
powerful. This paper explains why. Based on a period of seven years of field research
and documentary study, the article provides an ethnographic account of the change of
the practice of international labour recruitment in China, especially in relation to systemic
reforms, between 1980 and 2008.
Organizing Student Mobility: Education Agents and Student Migration to New Zealand
Author- Collins, Francis Leo
Abstract
The movement of international students represents an increasing component of
contemporary population mobilities. Like other forms of migration, international student

mobility takes place through a complex assemblage of actors and networks, including
origin and destination states, educational institutions, families, friends and communities,
and of course students themselves. In the midst of these arrangements education
agents appear to occupy a pivotal position, serving as a bridge between student origins
and study destinations in a manner that enables multiple movements across educational
and geographic divides. Establishing and maintaining this important position in
international student mobilities is a complex endeavour that requires agents to bridge the
gap between a solely profit-oriented education industry and the social lives of students
and their families. This paper investigates the position of agents in student mobilities by
focusing on the development of export education activities since the early 1990s in New
Zealand and the changing relationships of agents with the state, education providers and
students.
Foreign Affairs
Volume 91, Number 2 March/April 2012

The Future of U.S.-Chinese Relations
Author- Henry A. Kissinger
Abstract
Significant groups in both China and the United States claim that a contest for supremacy
between the two countries is inevitable and perhaps already under way. They are wrong. Beijing
and Washington may not, in the end, be able to transcend the forces pushing them toward
conflict. But they owe it to themselves, and the world, to try.
Clear and Present Safety

Author-Micah Zenko
Abstract
U.S. officials and national security experts chronically exaggerate foreign threats, suggesting that
the world is scarier and more dangerous than ever. But that is just not true. From the U.S.
perspective, at least, the world today is remarkably secure, and Washington needs a foreign
policy that reflects that reality.
War Downsized
Author-Carter Malkasian
Abstract

Tempting as it would be to pull all Western forces out of Afghanistan soon, the United States
should leave some civilian and military advisers behind. Using advisers isn't risk free, but such a
strategy could help ensure Afghan stability at a relatively low cost and become a good model for
use elsewhere in this age of austerity.

International Relations
December 2011; 25 (4)

Cognitive Structure and Foreign Policy Change: Israel’s Decision to Talk to
the PLO
Author-Guy Ziv
Abstract
Rationalist explanations of foreign policy change are underdetermined because they
overlook the decision-makers themselves. Insight from cognitive psychology shows that

individuals’ cognitive structures provide a useful lens through which to understand why
some people are more likely than others to change their core beliefs. Two related

cognitive variables – cognitive openness and cognitive complexity – hold promise for
enhancing extant explanations of foreign policy change. This article assesses the
cognitive structure of the three leaders who dominated Israeli decision-making in the

decade leading up to Israel’s dramatic policy change vis-à-vis the PLO in 1993: Yitzhak
Shamir, Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres.

Leading by Example: South African Foreign Policy and Global
Environmental Politics
Author- Carl Death
Abstract
Global environmental politics is emerging as a key field for South African diplomacy and
foreign policy, in which Pretoria is endeavouring to lead by example. Environmental
summits and conferences such as Johannesburg (2002) and Copenhagen (2009) have

been crucial stages for the performance of this role as an environmental leader, and in
December 2011 Durban will host the seventeenth Conference of the Parties (COP17) to

the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. There are also signs from
within policy-making circles that ‘the environment’ is seen as a field in which some of
the lustre of South Africa’s post-1994 international high moral standing could be

recovered. However, tensions remain between South Africa’s performance and rhetoric
on the global stage, and domestic development paths which continue to be
environmentally unsustainable. The article concludes by suggesting that while the
visibility and prominence of South Africa as an actor in global environmental politics is
likely to grow, it remains doubtful whether this represents a sustained and committed
new direction in South African foreign policy.

Millennium: Journal of International Studies
January 2012; 40 (2)

Securitisation and ‘Riskification’: Second-order Security and the Politics of
Climate Change
Author-Olaf Corry
Abstract
Risk-security writers of various persuasions have suggested that risk is effectively the
new security. They say risk works to widen securitisation whereby exceptional measures

are made permanent and introduced to deal with merely potential, hypothetical and
less-than-existential dangers. A transformation in the political logic of the security field

of this kind is a potentially problematic and momentous change. However, this has so

far not been much reflected in the primary theory of what security is, namely the

Copenhagen School’s theory of securitisation. This article tries to tackle this problem by
identifying the distinct logic of speech acts that turn issues into questions of risk

politics suggesting a model for what rules or grammars they follow and what the

political implications of them are.

New Humanitarians? Frame Appropriation through Private Military and
Security Companies
Author- Jutta Joachim
Abstract
Although private military and security companies (PMSCs) are gaining increasing
importance, they still suffer from an image problem. In the media, they are frequently

referred to as ‘mercenaries’ or ‘dogs of war’. PMSCs are therefore interested in
presenting themselves as legitimate and acceptable contract parties. Based on a

discourse analysis of the homepages of select PMSCs and the industry association

International Stability Operations Association (ISOA), and drawing on the framing
literature, we examine one way in which companies respond to such negative labels.

